Abstract. This paper is a sequel to papers dealing with time parameters of solar flares in the Hα line. Using data from the international flare patrol for 1972-2010, we have determined the mean duration of flares of different importance and classes of area. We have established that 94.6 % of flares last more than 60 min. The duration of 90 % of flares with 60 t > min is 2.1-3.3 hrs. In rare cases, flares can last about 12 hrs. The duration of powerful solar flares does not exceed 8.3 hrs.
INTRODUCTION
Time parameters of solar flares were studied in detail during the formation of the international flare patrol. The first results obtained from relatively small data samples have shown that solar flares can last from a few minutes to 12 hours or more [Smith H., Smith E., 1966] .
By now, the international solar patrol has collected extensive statistical data on solar flares. This makes it possible to conduct additional studies, to specify time parameters of solar flares. In recent decades, this issue has been repeatedly addressed [Temmer et al., 2001; Giersch, 2013; Potzi et al., 2014] , but no detailed analysis has been made so far.
The duration of solar flares is composed of two characteristic intervals: initial (flash) phase and main phase. The main phase has been examined in detail in [Borovik, Zhdanov, 2017a] . This paper studies the total duration of solar flares. Particular attention, as in previous works, is given to low-power flares with an area of less than 2 sq. deg.
DATABASE AND ITS ANALYSIS
An electronic database of solar flares has been created from Solar Geophysical Data (SGD) and Quarterly Bulletin on Solar Activity over the period from 1972 to 2010. It includes parameters of 123 801 flares, 110 778 of which are low-power, 11 280 are class 1, and 1743 are class 2-4 flares. In source catalogs, software-based methods have been used to correct errors and eliminate duplication of events. The cases when stations did not report on the class of brightness, area, time of onset, maximum, and end of a flare, etc. are taken into account.
International flare patrol data are heterogeneous [Altyntsev et al., 1982] . Durations of flares in group reports from different stations often differ. To estimate variance in the groups, we have determined standard deviations of flare duration:
where n is the number of reports on a given flare from different stations. The standard deviations were then averaged over corresponding importance and classes of area (Table 1, Figure 1 ). From these groups we excluded summarized data and data obtained visually and under poor observation conditions, as well as those with letter qualifiers (D, E, U and *). The number of the analyzed groups N gr is given in the second column of Table 1 .
The results show that with increasing class of area and importance of flares, σ gradually increases from 5.2 to 17.8 min.
To reduce the variance, large data samples or observations from an individual station are usually used. We have employed both the approaches. 
DURATION OF SOLAR FLARES ACCORDING TO DATA FROM ALL STATIONS
As in [Borovik, Zhdanov, 2017a] , we impose the same restrictions on the database in assessing time parameters of solar flares as in estimating variance in groups (see the previous section). Since for small flares on the edge of the solar disk the data are not as reliable as for flares near its center, class S and 1 flares with a longitude >65° are excluded from the database. Such a restriction did not apply to large flares. After applying the above restrictions, in the groups we use flare data from the station that has the most reports in the database.
As a result of the selection, the total number of flares is 85 983. Their distribution by duration (in percent of the total number of flares with an increment of 1 min) is shown in Figure 2 All distributions have a pronounced positive asymmetry and one pronounced maximum, followed by an extended decrease. Table 2 lists the number of flares (N), the mean duration ( t ) with a confidence interval (α), modal (Mo) and median (Me) distribution parameters, time intervals for 90 % of flares (Δt). 
where t is the mean duration of flares, Ω is Student's coefficient (1.96), P is the confidence coefficient (95 %), N is the number of flares.
Since with increasing class of area the distributions begin to exhibit a multipeak structure, associated apparently with a decrease in the number of flares, we estimate modal times from smoothed distribution curves. Figure 6 shows variations in statistical parameters of distributions with increasing class of area.
Figure 6. Variations in statistical distribution parameters with increasing class of area
The results indicate that with increasing importance and class of area of flares their mean duration increases from 17.4 to 85.5 min; the mode shifts from 8 to 49 min; the median, from 13 to 69 min. Time intervals for 90 % of flares also increase.
Statistical parameters of flares by brightness are given in Table 3 . No longitude restrictions are imposed in this case. By comparison, the next-to-last column of There is a clear relationship between an increase in duration of flares and an increase in class of brightness (Table 3) . One of the conclusions drawn by Borovik, Zhdanov [2017b] is confirmed: with increasing optical importance, the number of flares with a higher brightness class increases (Table 3) .
DURATION OF FLARES AS DERIVED FROM HOLL, LEAR, RAMY DATA
To verify the reliability of the results, we have carried out a similar analysis, using data from Holloman Solar Observatory, USA (HOLL), Learmonth Solar Observatory, Australia (LEAR), and Ramey Solar Observatory, Puerto Rico (RAMY). The number of flares is given in Table 4 , distribution parameters are shown in Figures 7 and 8 .
According to data from the three observatories, the mean duration of low-power flares varies insignificantly (Figures 7, 8, a) . For flares of higher classes of area, they are within the dispersion interval σ . The tendency for the mean duration to increase with increasing class of area is quite clear. More significant differences occur in flare importance (Figure 8, b) . The reason is most likely to be the insufficient statistical weight of the data (especially for large flares). Nevertheless, the increase in flare duration with increasing importance is fairly well defined.
Summarizing the results, we can draw the following conclusions:
• Using extensive statistical data, we have obtained reliable values of the mean duration of solar flares of various classes of area and importance.
• We have confirmed that the mean duration of flares increases with increasing classes of area and brightness [Smith H., Smith E., 1966; Temmer et al., 2001] . A similar situation occurs when the flare importance increases.
DURATION OF FLARES OF SOME TYPES
There is a good tendency for the duration of flares to increase with increasing class of area, with distributions overlapping quite strongly (Figure 9, a) . The interval Δt = 1-38 min, which is typical for 90 % of low-power flares, includes 53.8 % of class 1 flares and 25.5 % of large flares (Figure 9, b) . The international solar patrol has identified 26 distinctive features of flare development. They generally represent the flare type, its related events, area of origin, size of active region, etc. Below is the list of flare development features which we consider the most important:
• D -Brilliant point;
• E -Two or more brilliant points;
• G -No visible spots nearby;
• H -Flare accompanied by high-speed dark filament;
• K -Several intensity maxima;
• L -Existing filaments suddenly active;
• M -White-light flare;
• R -Asymmetry in Hα line suggests high-speed mass ejection;
• S -Brightness followed filament disappearance in the same position;
• U -Two bright branches, parallel or converging;
• V -An explosive phase: important expansion in about 1 min that often includes a significant intensity increase;
• W -Great area increase after time of maximum brightness;
• Z -Major sunspot umbra covered by flare. Unfortunately, not all stations observe features of flare development; therefore we have analyzed only flares of seven types that have a sufficiently large statistical weight. We impose the same restrictions on the data as for all flares. The statistical parameters obtained for flares of these types are given in Table 5 and in Figure 11 . By comparison, the last row of Table 5 shows parameters for all flares. The confidence intervals for large flares being quite wide, some of the conclusions will be based on the data on class S and 1 flares.
The results suggest that the flare types considered differ greatly in duration.
Among flares of all types, flares with one brilliant point (D) have the shortest lifetime: for classes S and 1 15 t = and 28 min, which is approximately 1.5 times less than for flares with two or more brilliant points (E). Borovik and Myachin [2010] have established that such centers fade out slowly and live almost until the end of the flare. This suggests that the energy coming from a coronal source along magnetic tubes to the chromosphere is localized in those areas of the flare region where brightness is the highest. Švestka et al. [1982] have found out and Fletcher et al. [2011] have confirmed that the brightest flare areas are associated with footpoints of X-ray loops. It is natural to assume that the more channels connect a coronal source (or sources) with a chromospheric flare, the longer is its lifetime.
The longest-lived flares of those considered are flares whose light curves show several intensity maxima (K). Their lifetime ( 46 t = and 73 min) is 2.4-1.6 times longer than that of explosive V-type flares ( 19 t = and 45 min) and 3.0-2.6 times longer than that of D-type flares. The intermittent increase in flare brightness and the multiple intensity maxima are obviously related to the dynamics of the energy release region. The energy seems to be released gradually in different flare arches, and the energy release in an individual magnetic flux tube corresponds to each flare [Borovik et al., 2014] . In a large number of cases, there is only one brilliant point (D) in the flare region. This suggests that the physical nature of such flares differs from, say, the nature of two-ribbon flares (U). Explosive flares are most likely to be related to the so-called Hyder flares, which, according to the gravity model [Hyder, 1967] , arise due to the fall of the eruptive prominence matter from the corona to the chromosphere. Two-ribbon flares in duration are in the second to last place in the time series of Figure 11 (before K flares). Their mean duration for class S and 1 flares is 33 and 64 min, which is much longer than that for all flares. Two-ribbon flares generally have several brilliant points (E). A high percent of flares shows multiple intensity maxima (K). The mechanism of development of two-ribbon flares is represented by the CSHKP model [Carmichael, 1964; Sturrock, 1966; Hirayama, 1974; Kopp, Pneuman, 1976] .
It is noteworthy that as class of area increases flares of some types change their relative positions on the time scale (Figure 11 ). For example, V flares move into the category of flares with longer duration. Flares with two or more brilliant points (E), on the contrary, go into the category of flares with shorter duration.
We can conclude that the spatial and temporal features of development largely determine the duration of flares and explain to some extent the wide range of lifetimes of solar flares. We can assume that since the number of flares of different types and classes of area vary with solar cycle phase, the total mean duration of solar flares also varies: decrease at solar minimum and increase at solar maximum.
ULTRA-LONG SOLAR FLARES
94.6 % of all flares considered lasted less than one hour, and 5.4 % (6675 flares) lived much longer. Statistical parameters of ultra-long solar flares along with the range of durations (L) are shown in Table 6 . For 90 % of flares with t>60 min, the duration was 2.1-3.3 hrs.
Ultra-long flares can have almost any class of area, but most of them are low-power. For class S and 1 flares, the maximum duration was 9.2 and 11.7 hrs; for large flares, 8.3 hrs. In very rare cases, flares exist for about 12 hrs. In conclusion, Table 7 lists mean durations of flares for different classes of area, obtained by different authors at different times. The Table is formed using data from [Smith H., Smith E., 1966; Temmer et al., 2001] ; it is corrected and complemented. The top part of Table 7 presents flare classes of area introduced in 1956 (the first international classification of solar flares in the Hα line). Table 8 shows the modal and median times of distributions.
The time parameters of solar flares we obtained in this study differ in most cases from those obtained by other authors. One of the reasons is most likely to be the insufficient number of data used by the authors for statistical analysis. This is confirmed, in particular, by the fact that the values of the mean duration of low-power flares we derived completely coincide with those obtained by Temmer et al. [2001] . 
CONCLUSIONS
1. From extensive statistical material, we have first obtained the most complete and reliable data on mean duration of solar flares of different importance and classes of area. We have confirmed the tendency for the mean duration of flares to increase with increasing classes of area and brightness [Smith H., Smith E., 1966; Temmer et al., 2001] . A similar tendency has been revealed for flare importance.
2. We have shown that despite the well-pronounced tendency, distributions of flares over time substantially overlap; there is no direct functional relationship between duration and area of flares.
3. We have established that the duration of flares depends on features of their development. We have first obtained values of the mean duration for flares of seven types. We have established that among flares of the types considered, the flares with the one brilliant point in the flare region have the shortest mean duration, the flares with several intensity maxima and two-ribbon flares have the longest mean duration. Flares of all types have a tendency for their duration to increase with increasing class of area.
4. We have found that 94.6 % of solar flares last less than 1 hr, 90 % of ultra-long flares (t>60 min) exist for 2.1-3.3 hrs. In very rare cases, flares can exist for 12 hrs. For large solar flares, the maximum duration is less than 8.3 hrs; 54.7 % of ultra-long flares are low-power.
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